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ART / ARCHITECTURE

ART / ARCHITECTURE; Dear Friends of Ray, and
Audiences of One
RAY JOHNSON perpetrated art that made its recipients work. For 40 years, with the collaboration
of the Post Office, he mailed out drawn, collaged and, in later years, photocopied confections
concocted from visual puns, Pop Art references, the lives of friends, chance happenings and weird
news items. Something was asked of those who encountered his deadpan performances or received
his quixotic letters: to focus for a moment, to add something, to decipher the code, to pass it on.
The workings of the New York Correspondence School, as his mailings came to be called, were well
known to art-world insiders and, after his 1970 ''Ray Johnson New York Correspondence School''
exhibition at the Whitney Museum, to a somewhat wider public. But the extent of his subversive,
hilariously conceived, intricately executed collages have only begun to become evident with ''Ray
Johnson: Correspondences.'' organized by Donna De Salvo for the Wexner Center for the Arts and
on view at the Whitney Museum, through March 21.

The exhibition has brought to Johnson a recognition that eluded him in the life that ended on Jan.
13, 1995, when, at the age of 67, he dived from a Sag Harbor, N.Y., bridge and died, a probable
suicide. Two girls noticed, called the police, got no answer and went to the movies. It was the sort
of macabre detail that Johnson compiled and transformed in his art. His friends believe his death
was his final performance.

Following are remembrances by people who knew Johnson, gathered by Amei Wallach, who begins
by offering one of her own.

AMEI WALLACH, art critic.

Ray Johnson was mugged about the same time Robert Kennedy was assassinated and Andy
Warhol was shot. Soon after that, at age 40, he moved out of New York to Locust Valley, N.Y.,
where I visited him in 1977, in his gray clapboard house with white shutters. The Volkswagen in
the front yard had a Shelley Duvall photograph taped to its side window. By then, Johnson, with
his shaved head and lashless blue eyes, looked suspiciously like a character in a comic book. He
helpfully supplied the name: ''Sluggo in the Nancy comic. Ernie Bushmiller drew the strip.'' Then
he stamped my notebook with an Ernie Bushmiller Fan Club stamp. Also a Shelley Duvall Fan Club
stamp. And a Paloma Picasso Fan Club stamp.
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I never did get upstairs, but just about all that was in the front room was an enormous, loving-
hands-at-home work table and new work propped against walls badly in need of paint. On the
Masonite floor was a decrepit Oriental rug dominated by an enormous gray paint spot that,
Johnson said, had been spilled ''by the ghost of Janis Joplin.'' The back room was stacked
precariously with cardboard boxes, hoards of Scotch tape, cans of Lucite wall paint, bottles of
Elmer's glue and a four-foot-high tower of New York telephone books. ''It took days to organize it,''
Johnson told me. He hadn't bothered with the kitchen, where newspapers clogged the doorway
and half-empty Camel cigarette packs obliterated the counter.

At that point in the mid-1970's, Johnson had taken a hint from the 16th-century Italian painter
Arcimboldo and was making punned, doodled, painted and collaged portraits that began with
silhouettes he would draw of friends and strangers. He made some of me. ''They're like a fly in the
face, not flattering, nor are they insulting,'' he said. ''I've managed at this point to combine the
tragic with the comic, the ridiculous with the sublime.''

JAMES ROSENQUIST, artist.

I was introduced to Bob Rauschenberg through Ray in 1956, and later I met Lenore Tawney and
Agnes Martin through Ray. The first time I visited Joseph Cornell, there was Andy Warhol and Ray
and Bob Indiana.

Then Ray moved to Locust Valley. He sent me things in the mail to send on to other people, and
when they were really beautiful I'd keep them. Usually they were funny, bizarre, very mysterious,
beautiful things -- collages. Once he sent me an image of Bill de Kooning's bicycle seat. And he'd
say, ''Finish this portrait.'' So I'd finish it, and send it on. Things like that I thought I could
understand, it was ironic and deep and funny. It was also a very delicate vision. Ray's work has a
different kind of feeling than, say, Roy Lichtenstein's or Andy Warhol's or mine. It was a much
more personal, private experience, a discovery kind of thing, not smack dab in your face. He would
say, ''This weekend I walked to all the mailboxes in Brooklyn.'' He had probably put things in them.
He would do that, it seemed to me, a little bit like Zen: if you think you know something, you
realize you don't know it; then, when you realize you don't know anything, something pops into
your head and your mind learns something. I miss Ray, because whenever I find something that is
really bizarre, I don't have anyone to send it to.

BILL WILSON, retired professor of English literature who has written extensively on Johnson.

Very few people can accept that Ray killed himself, but he was planning that when I met him in
1956. Ray lived on behalf of religio-philosophic meanings, and he died on behalf of those
meanings. He called me from Orient Point at 4 o'clock the day he died -- collect, so the phone call
is recorded on my phone bill. He meant his death by drowning as a mailing event. When he sent
works of art through the mail to people as gifts, he was describing what he thought were the correct
relations among people.
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Mail art meant that art should be free. He was able to live without money for his needs, because he
thought most needs would be false. When he wrote to Joan Crawford, he was giving her the chance
to reply to him as a person. In the art world, fame and money distorted all those relations. I was
with him in 1958 when Leo Castelli said, ''When are you going to let me show your collages?'' and
Ray turned on his heel. One by one, as the artists he knew became rich and famous, Ray satirized
them or tweaked them. But some of the artists, like Jim Rosenquist, were able to continue like an
all-American boy to communicate with Ray. An envelope from Ray was like a haiku, a moment of
immediacy and indeterminancy, a particularly vivid moment outside the economy, outside the
machinery of our culture. It was free.

ANDREW HOYEM, poet and publisher, Arion Press.

I was in Texas with the United States Navy; it could have been in 1958 or '59. I had helped with the
publication of a book by Paul Reps, a Zen practitioner, who called his books picture poems. My
name was in the back of the book with an address, China Lake, California, and the address seemed
to charm Ray. He began sending me odd things in the mail. Then I noticed his design on a
paperback book of poems by Rimbaud, and that opened a flood of correspondence.

One time he sent me a cardboard box wrapped with twine, and there was sealing tape around it,
and I opened it in my office and out poured these carpet sweepings. Later I got involved in a small
publishing company, and we had an idea we would publish his work. The book never happened.
Ray could be very coy, and it took me a long time to understand that the talking about it, the
sending things back and forth, was the thing. There was a literary bent to Ray Johnson, his use of
words, his deep involvement in twists and turns of language, and his punning.

CHRISTO AND JEANNE-CLAUDE, artists.

Jeanne-Claude: We were living in Paris in 1962 and Sidney Janis did an exhibition called ''New
Realists'' and invited Christo to show two works. Then we receive a letter from a Mr. Ray Johnson,
whom we don't know, saying, ''I have seen your package at the Sidney Janis Gallery and I would
really like to buy one.'' So Christo made a package, he took a photograph of the package, then he
reopened the package and put the photo inside with a note saying: ''You said you wanted a
package. I sent you one. You destroyed it, and so I send you a photograph. Keep it as a souvenir.''

Christo: My letter was written in English or French, I forget, and he incorporated it in some collage
that was sold to a collector.

Jeanne-Claude: When we arrived in New York in 1964, we started inviting people to our room at
the Chelsea Hotel, and he was one of the very first phone calls we made. I told him, ''We'll have
dinner together, but I have to warn you we might not have enough forks; we might have to eat the
chicken with our fingers.'' And the day he was supposed to come, a small, long, narrow package
arrived and inside were four forks and a note that said, ''Fear Four Forks.'' Then one day Ray was
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doing a piece about toys, and he asked me what was my favorite toy when I was a little girl, and I
answered, I liked to climb trees. He took an empty bottle of Bordeaux wine and put a sticker on it,
and he wrote ''Trees'' and a little doodle.

JOHN WILLENBACHER, artist.

I think the Christos and Ray were made for each other. Both of their art is generous in that they
reach out to people. Ray was always illustrating the lives of people he would meet. There was a
gallery girl at the Feigen Gallery, where I showed in the 60's -- Ray was showing at Willard. And
Ray was asking people to send bows to her at the gallery, because not only did she wear big black
bows in her beehive hairdo, which fascinated Ray, but she also had a live-in lover, which was
unusual in those days. So this was Ray Johnson's version of her beau.

One of the things I liked about Ray, he was a real scamp. He sent me a reproduction of a
photograph of a horse, and he put little names all around the horse's anatomy with little arrows.
Robert Indiana got the ass. I was friends with Robert Indiana in those days. But I didn't go to many
Correspondence School meetings. A lot of them were very boring. They were like cocktail parties
without drinks.

CHUCK CLOSE, artist.

I have rather strong feelings about the way Ray has been dealt with as a willing outsider. He was an
unwilling outsider; he wanted to be an insider desperately. Ray was an artist's artist, and he had
many friends and fans who tried for years to interest curators, museums and writers in his work.
You don't want death to become a great career move, and dying and becoming famous is one of the
worst artist cliches, and basically it doesn't happen. In Ray's case, since his suicide he has become
far more interesting to the art-world establishment. Without it, would he be getting all this
attention?

We used to talk usually every week. When I told him I was doing an Artist's Choice show at the
Modern [''Chuck Close: Head-On/The Modern Portrait,'' 1991], which consisted of portraits by
artists in the museum's collection, he was devastated, because he didn't have a portrait in the
collection.

So, the first thing he thought about was would the museum buy something? Not likely. Then: what
if he got a collector to give something? But the wheels of an institution like the Modern grind very
slowly. So Ray, in his perversely subversive way, knew that Clive Philpot, the librarian at the
Modern, never threw anything away. And if Ray began to correspond with him, this guy would
compulsively log everything in and put it in boxes, which would circumvent the problems of getting
into the collection. And Ray would get in through the back door.

So I call up Clive and say: I understand you have some Ray Johnson. So I selected a black-and-
white Xerox of a bunny-head drawing, supposedly a portrait of Bill de Kooning but, of course, all
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the bunnies look exactly alike. I wanted to pick one that stood for Ray's correspondence because it
was as correspondence that it got into the museum. It didn't have all the elegance and likableness
and the craft that go into Ray's work, because that's not how it got into the Modern. I wanted it to
stand out for its difference.

So I selected this 8-by-10-inch Xerox that cost maybe two cents to make and prominently put it
into the exhibition next to extraordinarily expensive pictures by van Gogh and Picasso. It was a
great triumph for him, and I think the people at the Modern got a kick out of it too.

ARTHUR DANTO, philosopher, critic.

I think he was the arch-insider, to tell you the truth. He was so involved with so many people who
defined an art world at that time. What I think has to be brought out: there is genuinely a gay
esthetic in that operation, the fanlike attitude toward movie stars, the prizing of camp sensibilities,
and I think he was very widely connected with a lot of people who knew the answers and could see
his references and illusions. The Correspondence School was a tremendous breakthrough. It
enabled him to make art of the kind he wanted for the people he wanted.

FRANCES BEATTY, vice president of Richard Feigen & Co.

I met Ray probably 20 years ago, when I was I doing my Ph.D. on Surrealist imagery, so you can
imagine how interested I was in him. I lived in this little apartment, and on the wall I had 200
postcards of art from the 19th and 20th century and the Renaissance that I was using to study for
my orals.

Ray walked in one night and he named practically every one of them; you knew this was a man who
had absorbed all of art history. I joined the Feigen Gallery in 1980, and Richard and I tried for 17
years to do a Ray Johnson show. Ray was totally ambivalent. In the mid-1980's he said, ''I've got it,
Frances, we'll have,'' pause, ''Nothing in the show.'' He wanted to be famous, but he realized if he
ever was famous, it would be the end of his activity as an artist.

He called me about five days before he died, and he said: ''You know, Frances, I think I'm finished
doing this Nothing I'm involved in. I'm going to do Something, and you're going to be able to do
the show.'' And he laughed this sweet Ray laugh, and then he jumped off the bridge. It was a
complete performance.

Photos: A Detail of ''Christo Two,'' 1967, by Ray Johnson. (Photograph by Andre
Grossmann/Collection of Christo and Jeanne-Claude, New York)(pg. 46); Ray Johnson's eclectic
art includes, top left, ''Trees,'' made from an empty wine bottle for Jeanne-Claude in the mid-60's;
above, ''Untitled (Dear Marcia Tucker),'' 1970, in honor of correspondence with the curator who
organized Johnson's first museum exhibition; left, ''Untitled: F. X. Profumo,'' the center part of
which was made in the 1950's and the drawing with photocopy on the left added in the late 70's;
and, far left, ''Ducham,'' a play on the name Duchamp, 1977. (Photographs by Andre
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Grossman/Collection of Christo and Jeanne-Claude, New York (far left and below left); Estate of
Ray Johnson (above); Collection of Frances Beatty and Allen Adler (below)); Ray Johnson was his
own subject in ''Untitled (Ice),'' 1994. (Estate of Ray Johnson)(pg. 45)
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